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The Ottoman and the Mughal Empires, though widely recognized for their political
prowess, military expansion, and systems of religious tolerance, are also renowned for their
architectural contributions. Structures like the Topkapi Palace in Istanbul and Red Fort in Delhi
immediately capture the grandeur and magnificence of the empires of the Ottomans and
Mughals, simultaneously serving as symbols of their artistic patronage and testaments to their
splendor. Beyond establishing the empires' greatness, however, architecture was often directly
tied to u ,p..ifi. agenda, reflecting poiitical goals, religious doctrines, and particular ideologies.r
For the Ottomans and Mughals, who faced the challenges of legitimizing their leadership, ruling
over diverse populations, and incorporating distinct sources of tradition into their empires,
architecture served as a valuable and direct way to assert authority. Further, deliberate support of
architecture was a dynamic and potent means of gaining favor and power within both empires;
by examining the various sources of patronage, ranging from mighty rulers to women to
ambitious nobles and court officials, the immense significance of the 'optical politics' of
architecture soon.*"rg.s.'A closer analysis of three cities in each of these empires - Istanbul in
the Ottoman and Agra and Delhi in the Mughal - reveals the highly significant role of
architecture. As each of these cities was a capital in the empire and thus a seat of imperial power,
they invite a natural comparison. Architecture, through its ability to capture political, social, and
religious objectives, was perhaps one of the most effective and visible methods of creating and
maintaining legitimacy, projecting power and control, and expressing evolving images of
kingship.
The examination of architecrure within the greater context of historical and political trends is
a relatively new trend within the field of Mughal and Ottoman academic study. Accordingly, as
yet, only a small amount of scholarship examines the role of architecture as a political tool
within each empire, and almost no studies offer a comparative look at the Mughal and Ottoman
Empires. Analysis of the topic also tends to veer rrore towards artistic description rather than
contextual study, like Catherine Asher's comprehensive monograph on Mughal architecture,
though she does take into account the symbolic potential of edifices. A notable exception, of
course, is the work of Giilru Necipofilu, who skillfully examines the varying ideas of kingship
between the two empires as reflected in architecture. On the other hand, patronage, and
especially patronage by women, has received increasing attention from scholars as a form of
political expression, epitomized by D. Fairchild Ruggles' compilation of female-centric essays
on patronage. This paper, however, seeks to narrow the focus of study to three cities of utmost
importance to these empires and draw parallels between their use of architecture, patterns in
patronage, and projections of power. The paper also analyzes changing architectural patterns
over time, while predominant scholarship, like that of Shirine Hamadeh and Howard Crane,
focuses on specific periods of time within each empire.
Before analyzing the political role of the architectural works themselves, it is instructive to
examine changing patterns of patronage within both the Mughal and the Ottoman Empires.
Within bbth empires, the supreme importance was placed on the patron, which, though typically
rulers, also included the significant contributions of nobles and women. Interestingly, individual
architects were not typically credited for edifices; rather, at least in the earlier stages of each
' Irene Bierman, Rifa 'at Ali, Abou-El-Haj, and Donald Preziosi, The Ottoman City and its Parts: Urban Structure
and Social Order (New Rochelle: A.D. Caratzas, 1991), I I I .
z Gtilru Necipo[lu, Architecture. Ceremonial, and Power: the Topkapi Palace in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth
Centuries, New Yorh NY: Architectural History Foundation,799L,25.
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empire, the architecture was seen as a direct reflection of the tastes of the .-peror.' According to
Mughal political thinking, one of the most efficient ways of affirming their authorities as
legitimate rulers was through the potential of architecture as a means of self-representation,
which according to Shah Jahan's historian Kanbo, "creates esteem for the rulers in the eyes of
the people and augments respect for the rulers."a This is especially noticeable in the courts of
Jahangir and Shah Jahan, whose respective constructions of the Jahangiri Mahal at the Agra Fort
and the fortress palace of Shahjahanabad at Delhi carry their names and were seen as direct
outpourings of the emperor, and thus, connote power and grandeur of their status. Similarly, the
Topkapi Palace in Istanbul, constructed between 1459 and 1478, was said to have been a direct
manifestation of Mehmed II's "mature intellect."5 In reality, the palace was a marriage of the
architect and patron, though Ottoman sources record very little about Mehmed II's architects.6 In
this way, the architecture bound more directly the ruler and the ruled in the Ottoman and Mughal
empires, forming a clear link between the values of the emperor and his subjects. Further, this
lack of recognition of the architect places the supreme importance on the patron, who was often
the emperor, but later nobles, officials, and women in the growing empires.
In the Mughal empire, patronage by nobles and women became a valuable way to "curry
favor with the emperor and to buy power and success," while in the Ottoman, it became "the
principal means by which patrons staked out their claims to piety and magnificence."T Evolving
patterns of patronage also reflected the ebbs and flows in the power of the ruler, with a direct
correlation between the amount of independent and noble patronage and the weakening of the
central ruler. Under the earlier Mughals, such as Akbar and Shah Jahan, the emperor served as
the model patron. Nobility typically considered his architectural choices and structures as the
ideal and sought to emulate them in the provinces and in non-urban cities.s Under Aurangzeb,
and his successors, however, there occurred a marked shift in patronage patterns, which mirrored
the increasing military and political instability of his reign. Aurangzeb's rule was a far cry from
the prolific architectural patronage of Shah Jahan, and the nobles slowly began to take advantage
of this lack of a "dynamic imperial patron."e They began constructing within urban centers, like
Agra and Delhi, also adopting forms and motifs that had been previously reserved for the ruler
alone; these began to be located on non-imperially sponsored monuments.l0 Architectural
patronage, therefore, began to symbolize upward sociopolitical mobility. Similarly, within the
Ottoman Empire, nobles and bureaucrats' architectural patronage directly paralleled their
growing political and social influence within the social landscape of Istanbul. In the sixteenth
and the first half of the seventeenth century, most patrons were sultans, or at the very least, grand
viziers; in the eighteenth century, however, high-ranking members of the central administration,
including members of the imperial household, ulema, merchants, and artisans began to
3 Ebba Koch, Mughal Architecture:An Outline of its Historlr and Development, 1526-1858 [New York: Prestel,
199L),13. See also Gtilru Necipo$u, Architecture, Ceremonial. and Power:the Topkaoi Palace in the Fifteenth
and Sixteenth Centuries.
a Koch, Mughal Architecture, 13.
5 Necipo[lu, Architecture. Ceremonial and Power, 13.
6 Necipofilu, Architecture, Ceremonial and Power, 15.
7 Catherine B. Asher, Architecture of Mughal India, Cambridge: Cambridge lJP, lgg2, 1l .
8 Catherine B. Asher, Architecture of Mughal India, 252.
e Catherine B. Asher, Architecture of Mughal India,252.
l0Catherine B. Asher, Architecture of Mughal India, 259.
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increasingly patronize structures within the city.11 These structures were mostly mosques, in
order to prove their power through piety and religious orthodoxy. The practice of patronage
"constituted a very visiUte act of rn,rnintlnce that ptui.tty confirmed on.'i power and status."r2
Architectural patronage became a powerful method g^f self-representation and display, that in
some ways, "bestowed social statusi upon the patrons.13
Further, women played a fascinating role in architectural patronage in both empires, using
construction to heighientheir "public index of power."la It is important to recognize that specific
women, often related to the ruler, were prominent within the empires. Though women were
expected to embellish cities in both empires, these notables actively pursued patronage on a
grand scale, often in conjunction with political objectives. In the Ottoman Empire, two women
are of particular note: Hurrem, then wife of Siileyman the Magnificent, and K<isem, the royal
concublne and queen mother to three seventeenth-century sultans.15 Though women played a
significant role in patronizing architecture in provincial cities, until Hurrem, only the sultans
were able to construct within the capital of Istanbul. Hurrem was unusual in that the sultan was
devoted to only her; upon marriage, however, Hurrem found it difficult to escape her concubine
status in the public.rp-hrr", continuing to be known popularly as Haseki, the sultan's favorite.16
One of her first major projects, a royal mos_que complex in Istanbul, may have been undertaken
to "mitigate Hurrem's problematic status ."'' By constructing a mosque complex, and further, by
placing it in an undeveloped area of the city known as the Women's Bazaat, Hurrem was most
likely attempting to project he_r piety and female maturity as well as project the dynasty's
concern for its female subjects.r/
K6sem's architectural patronage also reflected political motives; one of her major
constructions was a large business complex in the commercial center of Istanbul. This
endowment, known as the 'Valide Khan' and found "at the nexus of money and politics,"
represented a departure from the typical paradigm of endowing a major religious monument,
thireby clearly delineating Kosem's priorities.to In the Mughal Empire, Nur Jahan, the favorite
wife of Jahangir, was one of the most prolific patrons of architecture. It is estimated that she was
an active participant in the planning and construction of all the royal buildings between 161 1 and
1627.le She also actively constructed for financial gain, like in the case of the serai just outside
of Agra, which gave the queen utter control over tariffs levied on goods coming into Agra.2o
Perhips the best known example of Nur Jahan's patronage, however, is the tomb she constructed
for her parents in Agra. The white tomb, "magnificently crafted and profusely inlaid with semi-
precious stones," ishore than a simple expression of a daughter's iove for her parents.2l The
iomb's style, which emulated forms from Persian poetry and invited light to flood its rooms,
" Shirine Hamadeh, "splash and Spectacle: The Obsession with Fountains in Eighteenth-Century Istanbul,"
Muqarnas l9 (2002), JSTOR, 125.
12 Hamadeh, "splash and Spectacle," 125.
13 Hamadeh, "splash and Spectacle," 125.
ra Leslie Peirce, "Gender and Sexual Propriety in Ottoman Royal Women's Patronage," in D.Fairchild Ruggles,
Women. Patronage. and Self-Representation in Islamic Societies, Albany: SLrNY Press, 2000, 54.t'Peirce, "Gender and Sexual Propriety in Ottomon Royal Women's Patronage," 54.
t6 Peirce, "Gender and Sexual Propriety in Ottomon Royal Women's Patronage," 58.
17 Leslie Peirce, The Imperial Harem: Women and Sovereignty in the Ottoman Empire. New York: Oxford UP,
7993,206.
'8 Ellison Banks Findly, Nur Jahan: Empress of Mughal India. New York: Oxford UP,1993,228.
le Findly,?28.
20 Catherine B. Asher, Architecture of Mughal India, Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1992, 128.
2' Findly,228.
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reflected the diverse sources of inspiration for Nur Jahan. It also demonstrated the weight and
dynamism of Nur Jahan's patronage, which encompassed various sources of tradition, ranging
from Persian to Indian to divine. The active role played by women in patronage, and their use of
architecture as a political tool, demonstrates the increasing visibility of royal women in the
"public display of soverei gnty."'2
The architectural styles that the Mughals and Ottomans chose to emulate also directly
reflected their foundations of political identity. Needing to legitimize themselves to a variety of
distinct populations, rulers were interested in creating dynamic ties with the past, and
architectural heritage became an immediate way to accomplish that. Both empires synthesized
Islamic and non-Islamic regional forms, drawing upon both regional and more universal
influences." At the same time, however, the empires also sought to distinguish and define
themselves through architecture. Thus, while in the Ottoman empire, and especially in Istanbul,
the seat of the government, there was a merging of Turco-Mongol, classical Islamic, and
Romano-Byzantine imperial architectural traditions, there were also attempts to create a uniquely
Ottoman style.2a Therefore, while there was a strong legacy of a peripaietic capital during the
Ilkhanid and Timurid periods, the Ottomans created a "sedentary empire that replaced tribal ties
with an impersonal centralized bureaucracy."2s However, this is not to understate the immense
influence of preceding powers. In Istanbul especially, there was a strong link to Byzantine
architecture; the Ottomans, like ruler Selim I and Stileyman, were fascinated with the Hagia
Sophia and created a series of imperial mosques within the city that "iconographically linked the
new rulers of the city with the vanquished Byzantine past."26 The victory symbolism of the
sultanic mosques constructed by Selim I and Slileyman became an architectural expression of the
"triumph of Sunni Islam under the sultan of the ghazis."zl By doing this, they not only subtly
strengthened their aura of legitimacy by recalling past traditions, but also reinforced the ultimate
triumph of the Ottoman Empire.
Similarly, the Mughals recalled past traditions in their architecture, yet also signaled their
ultimate victory. They imported architectural styles from Transoxania, on the one hand, and on
the other,__revived traditions of the Delhi sultanate, thus drawing upon two distinct sources of
authority.2t Soo, after Babur's rise to power, he went on a legitimizing tour, in which he paid
homage at tombs, gardens, walled suburbs, and mosques of Delhi's important kings, including
Sultan Aibak's Jami Mosque.'e More a patron of gardens than buildings,however, Babur clearly
modeled his grounds on Timurid influences, such as the Agra Hasht Behisht garden. Though
gardens may seem a frivolous choice, Babur related through his memoirs that gardens were his
attempt to project order on what he saw as an 'unruly' India.ru The fact that he chose Timurid
influences to project order is highly significant, suggesting that this was the most important
source of dynastic legitimacy and control. Under the "syncretic genius" of Akbar, however, the
first truly great architectural patron, the two patterns of the Timurids and Indians were merged,
22 Leslie Peirce, The Imperial Harem: Women and Sovereignt.v in the Ottoman Empire, 186.
" Gtilru Necipoflu, The Age of Sinan: Architectural Culture in the Ottoman Empire, 60.2a Necipofilu, 60.
" Gtilru NecipoSlu, "An Outline of Shifting Paradigms in the Palatial Architecture of the Pre-Modern lslamic
World," Ars Orientalis 23 (1993), JSTOR, 17.
26 Gtilru Necipofilu, The Age of Sinan: Architectural Culture in the Ottoman Empire, 61.
" Giilru NecipoSlu, The Age of Sinan: Architectural Culture in the Ottoman Empire, 60.
28 Catherine B. Asher and Cynthia Talbot, India Before Europe, New York: Cambridge UP, 2006, 118-121
2e Catherine B. Asher and Cynthia Talbot, India Before Europe, New York: Cambridge UP, 2006, 118-121.
30 Catherine B. Asher and Cynthia Talbot, India Before Europe, 118.
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reflecting his synthesis of both Islamic and Indian traditions. Akbar's style combined Timurid
arches, local sandstone styles, and Islamic decorations, ^effectively creating a dynamic style
which served as a model for future Mughal architectu.e." Fot his father Humayun's tomb in
Delhi, there is a visible adherence to both Timurid as well as Tughluq and Indian models. The
spaciousness of the mausoleum and its many cells suggest that "Akbar might originally have
intended Humayrn's tomb to serve as a dynastic mausoleum," similar to the Gur-i Amir in
Samarqand.32 This change in focus mirrored Akbar's political goals of being more inclusive of
non-Hindus, in accordance with his policies of religious debates and the abolition of the jizya
tax. His architectural choices, thus, directly echoed his political aims, like each of the rulers
described in this section.
It is also important to note that architecture was not a static form, destined to solely rely on
past traditions. For example, in the eighteenth century in the Ottoman Empire, there began a new
hybrid architectural idiom in Istanbul which included Rococo, Classical, and Baroque styles,
reflecting the growing European exchange." This change in style mirrored the process of
transformation within the Ottoman social order, which had begun to crystallize in the
architectural landscape. Thus, architecture also served as a marker of adaptation and change,
demonstrating shifting influences and exchanges of ideas.
Architecture, especially in the Mughal case, was also called upon to preserve dynastic
continuity and maintain a vibrant link between each successive ruler. When Akbar constructed
the new Agra fort around 1564, it constituted a major event in the young monarch's rule. By
establishing this fort in a city that was 'oendowed with imperial associations not only by his father
and grandfather but also by their Lodi predecessors," Akbar was simultaneously projecting his
own authority and evoking this grand legacy of power.'o This legacy was later invoked under
Jahangir, who commissioned a verse in honor of his accession on the Delhi gate of Akbar's Agra
fort. The verse, which presents longing for a successful reign, is placed under an inscription of
Akbar, thereby linkinglahangir to lq.tlar and highlighting tris rigfrtful claim to kingship.35 The
grandeur of Mughal rulers' (except Atrangzeb's) tombs, which later served as pilgrimage sites,
ilso helped to maintain dynastic continuity. Although the hadiths explicitly denounce elaborate
funerary monuments as non-Islamic, Mughal rulers knowingly violated these traditions, because
for them,"dynastic pride trumped religioui orthodoxy."36
Perhaps the most important role of architecture, however, was in its symbolism. Architecture
served as metaphors of control and governance, tangible and immediate projections of princely
power and authority. As Ibn Khaldun in his Muqaddimah writes, "The monuments of a given
dynasty are proportionate to its original power...only a strong royal authority is able to construct
large .iti.r und high monuments."37 Imperial or state-sponsored structures embodied and
3r Koch, Mughal Architecture, I14.
32 Michael Brand, "Orthodoxy, Innovation, and Revival: Considerations of the Past in Imperial Mughal Tomb
Architecture," Muqamas l0 (1993), JSTOR, 327.
,3 Shirine Hamadeh, "Ottoman Expressions of Early Modernity and the 'Inevitable' Question of Westernization,"
Journal of the Societv of Architectural Historians 63 (2004), JSTOR, 33.
3a William G Klingelhofer, "The f ahangiri Mahal of the Agra Fort: Expression and Experience in Early Mughal
Architecture," Muqarnas 5 [1988), ISTOR. 767-68.
35 Catherine B. Asher, Architecture of Muqhal India, 102.
36 Stephen Frederic Dale, The Muslim Empires of the Ottomans. Safavids. and Mughals. Cambridge: Cambridge
uP,2009, 149.
37 Howard Crane, "The Ottoman Sultan's Mosques," in Irene A. Bierman, Rifa'at Ali, Abou El-Haj, and Donald
Preziosi, The Ottoman City and its Parts: Urban Structure and Social Order, New Rochelle, NY: A.D' Caratzas,
1991,202.
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projected the fundamental values of a particular society or ruler.38 For example, for Ottoman
rulers, imperial mosques, especially in Istanbul, were among the most abundant of the empire's
architectural output. They served as "ever present affirmations of wealth, power, piety,
pennanence, and majesty," values which Ottoman rulers relied on to ensure their legitimacy and
powe.." By constructing numerous mosques around the city, Ottoman rulers could paint
themselves as the "ideal Islamic prince," who placed piety and religious adherence above all.
Mosque complexes gave concrete public expression to the underlying ideological justifications
of the Ottoman Empire, in which they emphasized those qualities that "distinguished the sultan
in his guise as imam."ao In reality, however, this was far more of a politically-motivated series of
constructions than religious.a' lo uddition to these intangible modes of expression, however,
these elaborate mosque complexes scattered all over the city also served simply to proclaim
power, in its most fundamental and tangible form, through opulent displays of "power, majesty,
wealth, and the grandeur of the sultan and his dynasty."a2
One of the most symbolic structures in the Mughal Empire was that of the massive Delhi Red
Fort, constructed by Shah Jahan. On one side of the structure, the enorrnous red sandstone
Lahore gate aligned with the palace's Public Audience Hall, in which was seated Shah Jahan's
throne.a3 Thus, when sitting on his throne, the emperor "faced the heart of his newly established
capital," implying his position as a just ruler and his direct connection with his subjects.aa Both
Mughal and Ottoman rulers realized that architectural decisions were political statements and
important reflections of their agendas and priorities.
Architecture was also tied to evolving and differing images of kingship within the Ottoman
and Mughal Empires. The Topkapi Palace in Istanbul and the Red Fort in Delhi invite a natural
comparison, as they both served to represent the ruler's official public image. Within the
Topkapi Palace, there were grilled windows, behind which the sultan could sit and survey his
capital without being seen.o' Even when the sultan was absent, this ceremonial window implied
his continual and symbolic presence. For much of Ottoman rule, this representation of rulers was
the norm. Rulers preferred to remain secluded, masked by an aura of majesty and mystique. They
also advanced an image of omniscience and omnipotence, perpetuating their imperial tradition
by withdrawing from the public.a6 The grilled windows, which emphasized the ruler's power to
see without being seen, helped to emphasize the "unbridgeable distance" between the ruler and
subject, even while structures of grandeur and piety tied the population ever closer to the ruler.a7
Within the Topkapi Palace, the "segmented and physically claustrophobic" structures
encouraged a reclusive sultan that refrained from being actively involved in everyday life. a8 This
image of kingship, of the secluded but omnipresent ruler, drastically shifted during the
eighteenth century, when European exchange rapidly commenced. French writers of the time
38 Howard Crane, "The Ottoman Sultan's Mosques," 173.
3e Howard Crane, "The Oftoman Sultan's Mosques," 204.
a0 Michael Brand, "Orthodoxy, Innovation, and Revival: Considerations of the Past in Imperial Mughal Tomb
Architecture, 201.
al Howard Crane, "The Ottoman Sultan's Mosques," 227.
a2 Howard Crane, "The Ottoman Sultan's Mosques," 201.
a3 Catherine B. Asher, Architecture of Mughal india, 193.
aa Catherine B. Asher, Architecture of Mughal India, 193.o' Gulru Necipoflu, "Framing the Gaze in Ottoman, Safavid, and Mughal Palaces," Ars Orientalis 23 (lgg3),
JSTOR,3O4.
ou Gtilru Necipo$lu, "Framing the Gaze in Ottoman, Safavid, and Mughal Palaces," 305.o'Ibid., 305.
o* Dale, Th l\/f "t;- E-^i ^f +L nc Qafo.rirlo and N,{,,.-h.l 137
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disparagingly compared the Ottoman ruler's tradition of invisibility with the public accessibility
of the French king. These tactics proved to be so successful that the Ottomans began to construct
display-oriented monumental palaces, inspired by French models. By the nineteenth century,
palaces continued to even more openly Europeanize, eventually leading to. the complete
desertion of the Topkapi Palace and the "antiquated political order it represented."4e
On the other hand, the Mughals, who had to rely on the perpetually shifting loyalties of "the
fickle allegiance of powerful nobles and tribal chieftai+s," could never afford to remain invisible,
even in the early ,.nturi., of the rulers' leadershipt.to Thei. royal image flourished with a firm
basis in visibility and access. The Red Fort in Delhi was part of the new Delhi constructed after
Shah Jahan shifted the capital back to Delhi after finding the alleys of Agra too narrow and
unsuitable for royal processions. Construction of the Red Fort-gave Shah Jahan the chance to
construct a new palace that would "express his imperial vision."" Unlike the Topkapi Palace, the
Red Fort established a strong connection with neighboringbazaars and caravansarays, reflecting
Shah Jahan's interest in both politics and commerce. The ruler's domain was more of a part of
the city rather than a secluded abode for a majestic king. Within Shah Jahan's, and within the
Mughals in general, the emperor played a central role in the court ceremonial. Under Akbar and
Jahangir in the Agra Fort, this role became representative of their divinely illumined kingship,
supported by the architecture of the place. Akbar instituted (and Jahangir continued) the darshan,
a ritual in which the emperor would appear before the gaze of the public everyday at sunrise,
known as "beholding."s2 He would stand before the jhar6ka-i-darshan, a window that framed
him and exhibited his glory, while the public would prostrate themselves before him. Thus, the
architecture magnified his splendor and framed him as an icon to the public, while still
maintaining his visibility and accessibility. Under Shah Jahan at the Delhi Red Fort, the emperor
would appear at the jharoka, participating in courtly activities, reading written petitions, or
receiving public audiences. Unlike the grilled windows of the Ottoman sultans, the jhar6ka
represented the Mughal emperor who "personally administered the state without afly
lnrefineolary. Above his throne, there was another raised jharoka which contained images of
royalty and holy personages, symbolizing Shah Jahan as a "semi-divine world ru1er."54 The ritual
use of the jharoka, and the morning sun worship, was later abolished by Aurangzeb, who
considered it un-Islamic and representative of idol worship. As can be seen, the use of
architecture exemplified different images and theories of kingship both between Ottoman and
Mughal rulers and among various rulers within each empire. These "different theories of
dynastic legitimacy" found themselves directly articulated in architectural and ceremonial
practices. ))
Thus, the politicization of architecture played a unique and vital role in the Mughal and
Ottoman Empires, exemplified by the capital cities of Agra, Delhi, and Istanbul. Examples from
these cities reveal the rulers' innovative use of architecture to address a variety of political goals.
Architectural styles often directly reflected sources of and departures from political tradition,
representing the empires' need to simultaneously legitimize and distinguish themselves from
other realms. Fufther, visible structures provided a dynamic way to serve as metaphors of power,
oe tbid., 306.
to Ibid., 306.t' Gtilru Necipofilu, "Framing the Gaze in Ottoman, Safavid, and Mughal Palaces," 312
" Ibid.,314.t' rbid., 316.
to Ibid., 315.
" Gtilru Necipo$lu, "Framing the Gaze in Ottoman, Safavid, and Mughal Palaces," 317
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projecting the ruler's priorities and linking the ruler to the ruled. Architecture also expressed
evolving images of kingship, allowing rulers to interpret varying forms of rule and adapt them to
their individual beliefs and circumstances. Moreover, patronage was a visual manifestation of
political power and provided an avenue for unlikely political actors to gain prestige and curry
favor with the ruler. Ultimately, though in different ways, rulers within both the Mughal and
Ottoman empires recognized architecture as a valuable and remarkable political outlet and
attempted to achieve a "good name for kings by means of lofty buildings."56
s6 Koch, Mughal Architecture, l3
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